
apprentice

1. learning

joynn

reflector
                  zone



1. theme for the week
2. learning as reflectors
3. learning about self and others
4. how did the disciples learn?
5. shallow to deep learning
6. response

learning:

may you be 
covered in 
the dust of 
your rabbi!

“Whatever you have learned or received 
or heard from me, or seen in me—put it 
into practice.”  

[Phil 4:9]

the apprentice











how did the different disciples learn?
how did jesus create learning communty?

shallow to deep learning
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child to 
adult

replication to 
meaning

information 
to wisdom



dependent to 
interdependent

false to real



apprentice
2. living

now you have had time to reflect...?

you









why are we sometimes obsessed 
with simplistic black and white 
solutions to complex questions?

do we christians sometimes 
think we have the monopoly 
on being right?



sunday to everyday

“This might well be a terrible failure of the whole church in Africa 
that it meets people only in their best clothes... Such Christianity 
becomes something to put on at certain times  and in particular 
cicumstance and has nothing to do with other areas of life.”

“people in my scene would have to 
culturally commute from who they 
are to who the traditional church is”



  “do it from the inside”

gospel and culture

good or bad?

capitulation irrelevance



find passages that contain 
the word ʻworldʼ in them. 
what do you think is meant 
by the term?

being worldly

The God who made the world (Acts 17:24)

usage 1 - the good creation

Before the creation of the world (Jn 17:24)

For God so loved the world... (Jn 3:16)

       Usage 2 - inhabitants of 
       the world

Look how the world has gone after him 
(Jn 12:19)



Religion is this... to keep oneself from 
being polluted by the world (James)

Text

Usage 3 - negative sense  
ʻthe systemʼ

TextMy Kingdom is not of this world (Jn 18:36)

Do not conform to the pattern of this world 
(Rom 12:1-2)

What happens if you get the usage wrong?

I urge you as strangers and aliens in this world

Do not love the 
world or anything 
in the world. If 
anyone loves the 
world the love of 
the father is not in 
him.

Donʼt you know 
that friendship with 
the world is hatred 
towards God?

The prince of this 
world is coming....



church 
family
politics

business
art

education
journalism

thought
emotions

plants and animals
inanimate matter

spiritual
worldly

ʻwe often give the impression that 
if a young christian is really keen 
for christ he will undoubtedly 
become a foreign missionary, that 
if he is not quite as keen he will 
stay at home and become a 
pastor, that if he lacks the 
dedication to be a pastor he will 
no doubt be a doctor or teacher 
while those who end up in social 
work, the media or worst of all in 
politics are not far removed from 
serious backslidingʼ
(John Stott)

church 
family
politics

business
art

education
journalism

thought
emotions

plants and animals
inanimate matter

spiritual

worldy



Christ has come as  a  
rescuer.

What kind of  rescue 
has he come to make?

off a ship that is sinking?

or.....

driving out the 
bad guys to 
liberate the land?



re-newing

re-deeming

re-storing

re-forming

Godʼs purposes are 
tied up with creation 
itself

the kingdom of god is 

creation healed

no 

splits



apprentice

3. growing

ethos

ethos v practices



grace

www.freshworship.org



engage









apprentice 4. working



being undone

disciplines

community



seasons

facing  

darkness

rhythm of tides

in and out









a kick up the missional backside

where do we put our energies?



missional or colonised?

may you be 
covered in 
the dust of 
your rabbi!

web sites
proost.co.uk
jonnybaker.blogs.com
oasistrust.org


